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 SUMS OF BOUNDED DARBOUX

 FUNCTIONS

 Abstract

 In this article I prove a few theorems concerning representations of
 functions in a given family of functions with a common bound as the
 sums of bounded Darboux functions with a common summand, which
 are analogous to the results of Fast, Mišík and Pu &¿ Pu.

 Let 21 be a family of real functions. Consider the following condition:

 a(2 1): there exists a function / such that f + g is Darboux for each g 6 21.

 It was remarked by A. Lindenbaum [10] that a({/i,0}) holds for each real
 function h. This result was generalized by H. Fast [9] in the following manner:
 a( 21) holds for each family 21 with card 21 < c. Moreover, a( 21) holds for some
 families 21 with card 21 = 2C, e.g., for the family of all Lebesgue measurable
 functions and the family of all functions with the Baire property [13]. (Cf.
 also [4].) Evidently, a (21) does not hold if 21 is the family of all real functions.

 An analogous result was proved by L. Mišík [12]. (Cf. also [4].)

 Theorem 1 //21 is a countable family of Baire a functions and a > 1, then
 there exists a Baire a function f such that f + g has the Darboux property for
 every g G 21.

 It was shown by H. W. Pu and H. H. Pu in 1987 that the above theorem
 does not hold in case a = 1. However, it is still true if 21 is finite [14].

 Theorem 2 Let 21 be a finite family of Baire one functions. Then there exists
 a Baire one function f such that f + g is Darboux for every g E 21.
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 In this article I study analogous problems but assume moreover that the
 functions in 21 have a common bound and require the function / to be bounded.
 First we need some notation. The real line (-00, 00) is denoted by R, the
 set of rationals by Q, the set of integers by Z and the set of positive inte-
 gers by N. The cardinality of R is denoted by c. The symbol xa means the
 characteristic function of a set A C R. The word function denotes a map-
 ping from R into R unless otherwise explicitly stated. For any function /
 we write ||/|| for sup{|/(ť)| : t £ R}, for each non-degenerate interval I
 we define c-sup (/, /) = sup{ť £ R : card[/-1 ((t, 00)) H/] = c} and we let
 c-inf(/,7) = -c-sup(-/,7). Clearly -||/|| < c-inf(/,7) < c-sup (/,/) < ||/||.
 The oscillation of a function f on a non-empty set A C R will be denoted
 by u(f,A) (i.e., u(f,A) = sup{|/(x) - f(y)' : x,y € i4}). Similarly, the
 oscillation of a function f at a point x 6 R will be denoted by Lj(f,x) (i.e.,
 u(f, x) = lim^o* w(/, (x - r, x + r))) .
 Let K be a cardinal number. We shall use the following set theoretical

 assumptions.

 Ei(k): The union of k sets of cardinality less than c has cardinality less than c.
 ¿?2(«): The union of k nüll subsets of R is a null set.
 Es(k): The union of k first category subsets of R is of the first category.

 It is well-known that for each k < c these assumptions follow from the Martin's
 Axiom and therefore also from the Continuum Hypothesis (see, e.g., [15]).

 In the proofs of the main results we will need a few lemmas.

 Lemma 3 Let C be a first category subset of an open interval (a, 6) and let
 X be a positive extended real number. There exists a Darboux Baire one func-
 tion h defined on (a, 6) which vanishes except on a first category null set dis-
 joint from C and such that liminf x-+a+ h(x) = liminf^^^- h(x) = -A and
 limsupx_>a+ h(x) = lim supj. h(x) - X. [2, Lemma 2]

 Theorem 4 Let f be a Baire one function. Then the following two conditions
 are equivalent :

 1. f is Darboux ;
 2. for each x E R there exist sequences yn x and zn ' x such that

 lim f(yn) = lim f(zn) - f(x).
 n- ► 00 n- ► 00

 [1, Theorem 1.1, p. 9]

 Lemma 5 Suppose k < c and let {Ka : a be a family of subsets o/R of
 cardinality c. Then we can find a family {Qa : a < «} of pair wis e disjoint sets
 of cardinality c such that Qa C Ka for each ot < k. Moreover, if each of the
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 sets Ka is Lebesgue measurable ( resp . has the Baire property), then we can
 require that each of the sets Qa has measure zero (resp. is nowhere dense).

 PROOF. We use transfinite induction. For each ß < c and each a < min{/?, /c}
 choose an Xßt0i G Ka ' : 7 < ß, £ < min{7, k}} U {xß,s • S < <*})•
 For each a < k define Qa = {xß,a :<*</?< c}. It is easy to show that

 the family {Qa : a < /c} possesses desired properties.
 Finally observe that each Lebesgue measurable set (resp. each set with

 the Baire property) of cardinality c contains a subset of measure zero (resp.
 a nowhere dense subset) of cardinality c, so we may assume that each of the
 sets Ka is a null set (resp. a nowhere dense set). Then we proceed as above. □

 Now we can prove the main results of the article.

 Theorem 6 Let k < c. Assume E'(k) and let {ga : a < k] be a family
 of real functions with sup{||^a|| : a < ac} = M < oo. Then we can find a
 function f such that ||/|| < 2 M and f + ga is Darboux for each a < k. If
 we moreover assume Ez(k) (resp. E$(k)) and all functions gQ are Lebesgue
 measurable (resp. have the Baire property ); then rue can require that f ^ 0
 only on a null set (resp. that / ^ 0 only on a set of the first category).

 Proof. Let {/n : n G N} be an enumeration of all open intervals with rational
 end points. Fix an n G Ñ and an a < k. There is a non-decreasing sequence
 {an,a,i '• I € Z} with limit points c-inf(<7a, In) and c-sup (gQiIn) such that

 (•) card^^itan.a.ł.an.a.i+i]) n In) = C
 for each l G Z.

 Indeed, let ß = c-sup(<7a, In). Note that for each e > 0,

 5ā1 ([z3-^-00)) n/n = Ū (^([^- n/") u fo«1(0)n/'O
 n = 1

 u Ū(i«1([^ + ^ī,/?+^])n/B) u(á£1([0 + c.°o))nJ»)-
 n = 1

 By the definition of c-sup (^a, /n), the sets in the lower line have cardinality
 strictly less than c. So either card (g^iiß - 1/n, yö - l/(n + 1)])) = c for
 infinitely many n, or csxd(g~1(ß)) = c. In the first case c-inf (gQ*In) < ß,
 and we can easily find c-inf(^a, In) < an>a) 0 < an>crł i <•••</? fulfilling (•);
 otherwise we define an>aj0 = a,i = ••• = /?. Similarly we can construct
 an,a,o > flft.a,- 1 > • * • > c-inf (ga , In) • By Lemma 5, there is a family {<2n,a,z •
 n G N, a < /c, Z G Z} of pairwise disjoint sets of cardinality c such that for each
 n G N, a < k and Z G Z

 Qn,a,l C ga ([ûn.or,/ > an,a,/+l]) ^ In •
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 Moreover we can require that each of the sets Qn,o,/ is a null set if all func-
 tions g a are Lebesgue measurable, and that each of the sets Qn,a,i is nowhere
 dense if all functions ga have the Baire property.
 Fix an a < k. Denote by Aa the set of all a: € M such that

 9a{x) <£ [c-M(ga, I),c-suj>(ga, I)]

 for some non-degenerate interval I 9 x. In a standard way one can easily
 prove that card Aa < c. (See also [7, Lemma 4] and [5, Lemma 1].) Hence
 by E'(k ), card A < c, where A = 'JQ<K Aa.
 For each n G N, a < k and I G TL find a non-empty bilaterally c-dense in
 itself set Pn,ct,/ C Qn,a,i ' A and construct a function An,a,/ which vanishes
 outside of Pn,a,i and which maps Pn,a,i onto

 (-2 M + an,a,/+ 1 ? 2M + an,a,/) •

 Define the function / by formula

 _ J hn,<x,lix) - 9c r(x) if X G Pn.oc.l, Tl G N, Of < K, l G Z,
 ÌO otherwise.

 Then a straightforward calculation gives |/| < 2M on M.
 Fix an a < k and let I be a non-degenerate interval. We will show that

 (/ + 9a)(I) is an interval with end points a = -2 M + c-inf(ýa,/) and b =
 2 M + c-sup {ga,I)-

 Let x £ I. If x £ Aaļ then f(x) = 0 and f(x) -f ga(x) G [-M, M] C [a, b].
 Otherwise ga{x) G [c-inf(^a, /), c-sup(^a, /)] , so f(x) +ýa(i) G (a, b). It

 follows that (/ -I- g a) {I) C [a,b].
 On the other hand, since for any function g

 c-sup (g,I) = sup{c-sup(5,/„) : /„ C I, n € N},

 so

 M)= U C(f + ga)(I).
 InCll£Z

 From the above we infer that / -j- ga is a Darboux function. To complete
 the proof note that {ar € K : f{x) 0} C Un€w Ua<* U/ez #»,<*,'• D

 Theorem 7 Assume that 21 is a countable family of Baire a functions such
 that sup{||<7|| : g G 21} = M < oo. Then we can find a Baire 2 function f such
 that ll/ll < 2 M , f + g is Darboux for each g G 21 and f ^ 0 only on a first
 category null set.
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 Proof. The proof is a repetition of the argument used in Theorem 6. The
 difference is that: (1) we use Lemma 2 of [16] instead of Lemma 5 to find non-
 empty perfect sets Qnt <*,/, (2) for all n, a E N and l E Z we find a non-empty
 perfect subset Pn,a,i of the set of points of bilateral condensation of Qn,ati' A
 (observe that since the family 21 is countable, the set A is countable, too;
 moreover, we can assume that Pn,a,i is a null set and by [11], that ga'Pn,a,i
 is continuous), (3) we require that each function /in,a,/ is in the first class of
 Baire [3]. □

 Theorem 8 Assume that 21 is a finite family of Baire one functions such that
 sup{||<7|| : g £ 21} = M < oo. Then we can find a Baire one function f such
 that D/K < 2M; f + g is Darboux for each g E 21 and f ^ 0 only on a first
 category null set.

 PROOF. Denote by D the union of the sets of points of discontinuity of all
 functions from 21. Set Xn = M • 21"~n for n £ N U {0}.
 Fix an n E N. Let An = {x E M : x) > An for some g E 21}. (Note
 that An is closed and nowhere dense.) Find an isolated set Bn C M ' D such
 that An U Bn is closed and each x E An is a point of bilateral accumulation
 of Bn . Use Lemma 3 for each component of the complement of An U Bn to
 construct a Darboux Baire one function hn : M - y [- An_i,An_i] such that
 hn = 0 except on a first category set of measure zero which is disjoint from
 D U U» < n { *^ € K • Mx) ^ ū} and such that for each a E An U Bn

 liminf hn(x) = liminf/in(x) = - An_i
 X-+CL-

 and

 limsup/in(x) = lim sup hn(x) = An_i.
 x- ►a+ x- ►a"

 Define / = hn- Since this series is uniformly convergent, / is a Baire
 one function. Clearly ||/|| < 2 M and / ^ 0 only on a first category null set, so
 we have to prove that / + <7 is Darboux for each g E 21 to complete the proof.
 Take a g E 21. The function f g is in the first class of Baire, so we can

 use Young's condition (i.e., condition 2. of Theorem 4).
 Fix an x E M. If x E D, then f(x) = 0 and x E Am ' j4m-i for some m E N

 (we let Ao = 0). Choose a sequence yn x of elements of Bm such that the
 limit A = limn_^oo g(yn ) does exist. Since x ^ Am-i, so |^(x) - A| < Am_i .
 Let tn - > 0 be such that |#(x) - g(yn) + tn | < Am_i for each n E N. Then
 for each n E N we can find a yn E (vmījn+i) such that |^(2/n) - g{Vn) ' < 1 /n
 and f(yn) = g(x) - g(yn) + tn. Then evidently yn x and

 lim (f{yn) + g{yn)) = g{x) = f{x) + g(x).
 n - ^oo
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 Now let X £ D. It is easy to show that there exists a sequence yn x
 such that limn_^oo /(î/n) = f{x)- Then

 lim (f{yn) v + g{yn)) = lim f{yn) + lim g(yn) = f(x) + g{x). n-+oo v n-+oo n- f oo

 Similarly we proceed to show that there exists a sequence zn ' x such
 that lim„-»oo(/(2n) + g(zn)) = f{z) + g(x). This completes the proof. □
 The below corollary is an affirmative answer to a question by J. Ceder [6].

 Corollary 9 Supposed is one of the following families of functions: all func-
 tions, all Lebesgue measurable functions , all functions with the Baire property ,
 Baire class a. Then for each bounded function g G B we can find bounded
 Darboux functions /1 , /2 G ® such that g = fi + /2 .

 Proof. It suffices to use one of the above theorems for the two-element family

 of functions 21 = {<7, 0} . □
 Remark. It is quite evident that there is an unbounded function g such that
 f + g is Darboux for no bounded function /. (Consider, e.g., the function

 nX{n}-) The following example shows that we cannot drop the assump-
 tion E'(k) in Theorem 6.

 Example 1 Let «bea cardinal number. If E'(k) fails, then there is a family
 of functions 21 such that: (1) card 21 = ac, (2) ļļ^ļļ < 1 for each g G 21, (3) for
 each bounded above function / there is a g G 21 such that f+g is not Darboux.

 Indeed, let {Aa : a < k} be a family of sets of cardinality less than c such
 that card |Ja<K -<4a = c- Clearly we may assume that these sets are pairwise
 disjoint and 'Ja<K Aa = ®. Let 21 = {xaq : û < /c}.
 Let / be bounded above. Let x E K be such that f(x) > M, where

 M = sup{/(ť) : t G M} - 1. There exists an a < k with x G Aa. Then
 f(t) + Xa«(0 = f{t) < M + 1 for t £ Aa and f(x) + Xa0(*) > M + 1, so

 1 < cardjť E M : f(t) -f XAa(t) > M + l} < card Aa < c

 and / + xaq is not Darboux. □
 The next example shows that we cannot allow infinite family 21 in Theo-

 rem 8. (The functions in the example in [14] have no common bound.)

 Example 2 For any function /, if / -f X{ç} has the Darboux property for each
 q G Q, then / is discontinuous everywhere (so it is not a Baire one function).

 Indeed, let / be continuous at some x G M. Choose an 77 > 0 such that
 I f(t) - /(^)| < 1/2 for t G (x - 77, x + 77) and let q G Q O (x - 77, x 4- 77).
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 Then f{q) + X{q}(ç) > /(*) + 1/2 and since f(t) + < /(*) + 1/2 for
 t € (x - T],x + tj)' {g}, so / -I- X{q } is not Darboux. □

 Finally I would like to present a query. It is well known that each function
 which is almost continuous in the sense of Stallings possesses the Darboux
 property, and that the converse need not be true. (Cf., e.g., [13].) However,
 each function can be written as the sum of two almost continuous functions.
 It would be of interest to know whether the summand functions can be chosen

 bounded provided that the given function is bounded. (During the first Joint
 US-Polish Workshop in Real Analysis, Łódź 1994, P. Humke and U. Darji
 showed that each bounded function can be written as the sum of three bounded

 almost continuous functions [8] . The question whether two summands will do
 is still open.) The other theorems of this article yield analogous questions.
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